SUTD Venture Building
Program Cohort 1

(VB)

Our pilot VB program kicked off with a demanding
hustle on 2 Nov. It has been an intense, adrenalin
pumping journey since then for our participants.
Having made through a rigorous screening process
that tested wit, passion and drive towards
entrepreneurship and innovation, our highly
motivated hustlers are mid-way through the
3-month long training program.
Bringing a wide range of skillsets, experience and
expertise, a varied pool of participants ranging from
SUTD Alumni, PMETs and first time entrepreneurs
make our inaugural cohort vibrant and diverse.
Participants went through several rounds of mini
hacks that tested their problems solving acumen
and team dynamics.
The teams are currently in beast mode working on
their dream ideas, in the hope of turning them into
actual startups. SUTD faculty sharing, industry
leader perspectives, mentor guidance, startup
founder experiences and several hands on
workshops are part of the program. Look out for
more updates on our teams’ progress in our next
issue!

Spotlight
SUTD LLP Finalist 4 – Every bit
of carbon counts for CarbonBits
The rapidly escalating global CO2 levels arising from
essential economic and human activities result in
dangerous global consequences. CarbonBits aspires
to contribute to decarbonization in urban spaces.
How? Through distributed direct air capture. Not
deterred by the considerably more dilute carbon
concentration outside of point sources, CarbonBits
views that “every bit” of carbon counts.
De-Carbonizer, a 1st generation low footprint device
that captures and releases CO2 on demand has
been developed by the team. The product is based
on a proprietary material which requires less space,
less energy and is versatile enough for ready
integration into urban or confined spaces. This
pioneering technology seeks to expand the circular
carbon economy by closing the loop between
capture and utilization. The possibilities for this
technology are endless - including air quality
management, urban farming, carbon trading and
much more.

Event spotlight
SFF X SWITCH goes Digital
Singapore FinTech Festival (SFF) has been
championing challenging topics, from financial
inclusion to sustainability, while the Singapore
Week of Innovation and TeCHnology (SWITCH) has
been bringing together conversations on innovation
and its impact on society. In view of the ongoing
safety measurements in place, this year’s event
took on a digital hybrid platform!
Venture, Innovation & Entrepreneurship (VIE) was
one of the exhibitors in the digital village.
Navigating through the digital landscape, VIE was
proud to feature 3 budding innovative teams from
the Venture Building Program.
SUTD Alumni VB Team Proccoli – automated digital
workplace platform.
VB Team SlideCo – E-Commerce scalability with AI
and automation.
VB Team Half Life Plastics – Plastic recycling with
proprietary tech and IOT.

Spotlight
Entrepreneurs in the making with
IDEATEsomething@SUTD
One
of
VIE’s
flagship
series,
IDEATEsomething@SUTD kicked off with an exciting
fireside chat with homespun startup founders on
16th Oct. An ideation workshop with SUTD’s very
own Edu-tech startup, Codomo added more focus
and guidance to aspiring entrepreneur freshers.
A total of 9 teams came together to pitch their
ideas to VIE. It was heartening to see the spirited
uptake and passionate pitches. Ultimately 3 teams
stood out for having the most potential for growth
and scalability.
Bona5D: A platform providing PWID job seeking
educational support and training opportunity for
jobs.
Roadar: A bicycle attachment that promotes road
safety with rear light and white noise.
Weteach: An edutech platform that promotes
interactive learning outcomes.
Congratulations to the teams for securing a grant
prize of $1000 each to further develop their ideas.

Coming Up!
Lean Launchpad Run 3
Dates: 19 Jan 2021 – 26 Mar 2021
Led by 2 track instructors the focus for run 3 will be
innovations in both hardware and software
applications. The 10-week program will be a hybrid
series with both physical and virtual sessions.

BUILDsomething is back! Save the dates!
Dates: 18, 19, and 22 Jan 2021
Time: 9.30am
Venue: SUTD Think Tank 25 (Building 2 Level 5)
Register: https://bit.ly/3fXeKMD
The theme is 3D Printed Furniture & CAD design.
You will be exposed to the mechanics of 3D printer
functionalities and how you can materialize a design
to life!
Scan QR code for more information and registration
details.
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